
 

This config file is for the Windows Service. This service allows you to quickly access and change the key-macro on your system. The service provides an easy way to change the Local Admin Account, Local Admin Password, Local Admin Username, Local Admin Password in a safe and quick manner. Program Features: * Set User, Domain and System passwords with the click of a button * Can be set to auto-start on demand * You can have multiple accounts. Accounts
can be created and deleted at will * Accurate crypt algorithm (bcrypt) * Can use any user-supplied password * Can use any domain user-supplied password * Can use any user-supplied password * Can use any domain user-supplied password * Can use any user-supplied password * Very little memory use * Doesn't require any user interaction * Extremely secure * Easy to use * Can be installed as a service * Can be installed as a scheduled task * Can be used in
conjunction with the RunAs account utility * Can be set to startup automatically * Can be set to logon automatically * Has the ability to automatically run at a certain time. * Can be scheduled to run * Can be set to automatically run at a certain time * Has the ability to automatically run at a certain time * Can be set to work under SYSTEM * Can be set to work under SYSTEM * Can be set to work under SYSTEM * Can be set to work under SYSTEM * Can be set to
run when the computer starts * Can be set to run when the computer starts * Can be set to run when the computer starts * Can be set to run when the computer starts * Can be set to run when the computer starts * Can be set to run when the computer starts * Can be set to run when the computer starts * Can be set to run when the computer starts * Can be set to run when the computer starts * Can be set to run when the computer starts * Can be set to run when the
computer starts * Can be set to run when the computer starts * Can be set to run when the computer starts * Can be set to run when the computer starts * Can be set to run when the computer starts * Can be set to run when the computer starts * Can be set to run when the computer starts * Can be set to run when 45cee15e9a
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